
Max Edwin Brunk

September 12, 1914 — April 8, 1999

Max E. Brunk, Professor Emeritus of Marketing, died at his retirement home at Kendal at Ithaca, New York at age 

84. He was born in Roswell, New Mexico but spent much of his youth in the State of Florida. He attended Clemson 

College (1934-35) and then transferred to the University of Florida where he received his B.S. degree in 1938 from 

the College of Agriculture. He worked for a year as a statistician for the Federal Land Bank of Columbia, South 

Carolina before entering Graduate School at Cornell University where he received his M.S. degree, majoring in 

Agricultural Economics, in February 1941.

Brunk returned to the University of Florida in 1941, as an Assistant Agricultural Economist to work in their 

agricultural research and extension programs. He was promoted to Associate Agricultural Economist in 1944, 

and published five experiment station bulletins, emphasizing methods of improving efficiency in the use of labor 

and materials in the production of marketing of crops. In 1945, he returned to Cornell University, where he 

completed his Doctorate in Agricultural Economics in 1947.

He was immediately appointed Associate Professor of Marketing with tenure at Cornell after completing his 

degree, recognizing his faculty experience and the quality of his research at the University of Florida. He was 

promoted to Professor in 1951 and continued as a productive and provocative member of the Cornell Faculty until 

his retirement in 1982, after 35 years of service in teaching, research, and extension.

One stream of Brunk’s early research centered on work simplification in harvesting and marketing perishable 

crops. In Florida, he worked with a team to reduce labor in the harvest and marketing of celery, combining many 

of the necessary procedures in the field, and bypassing the packing shed, a forerunner of the mechanized harvest 

procedures we take for granted today. He established a time and motion laboratory looking for ways to save 

both time and materials in marketing perishables, from roses to fresh market apples. This work received almost 

immediate application by producers and handlers and national acclaim by industry leaders. He received the first of 

many national awards, the Charles W. Hauck Award, for his contributions to produce packaging between 1950-53.

Simultaneously Brunk was pioneering research on the use of experimental methods in merchandising perishable 

products in supermarkets with his colleague in Biometrics, Professor Walter Federer. He saw the possibilities of 

using polyethylene bags to prepackage fresh fruits and vegetables and the cost savings this would allow throughout 

the whole marketing process. His students tested these ideas with increasingly complex Latin Square designs in 
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stores to observe what consumers did, not what they said they would like. The experimental designs were novel 

and the success of these early merchandising studies were striking. In the stores where they were run, it was 

sometimes difficult to keep the managers from interfering with the experiments in their haste to adopt the new 

merchandising methods, which were working so effectively in selling produce. Industry response was prompt and 

widespread. Brunk received the National Apple Institute Award in 1954 for his outstanding service to the apple 

industry. He was likewise cited in 1954 by the Foundation for Floriculture for the most significant research in 

floriculture in that year.

These early successes in merchandising perishables led to an expanded research program and a substantial flow 

of speeches through the country to producer groups, handlers, packers, and the supermarket industry. He and 

his students worked on marketing problems and merchandising opportunities with fruit, vegetables, milk, meat, 

and a range of horticultural products. Periodically he served as a consultant to the United States Department 

of Agriculture, the Society of American Florists, the National Apple Institute, the American Meat Institute, the 

National Broiler Council and the Netherlands Bulb Institute.

Max was a wonderful graduate teacher. He had a fertile mind, with lots of ideas, and suggestions for thesis topics, 

but his students soon learned they had to develop and build their own research designs. He believed in the 

Cornell tradition of “freedom and responsibility” and let students learn from their own mistakes, then providing 

encouragement, suggestions and support at crucial points along the way. Writing a thesis with Brunk was a 

memorable experience for the 52 Master’s students and 35 Ph.D. students for whom he served as chairman in 35 

years; most of whom improved their skills in written expressions as well as learning much more about applied 

economics, statistics, and experimental design along the way.

Brunk is co-author with Dr. L.B. Darrah of the widely used textbook, Marketing Agricultural Products. He is also 

co-author of a technical manual, Time and Skill Requirements, which summarized his early work on time and 

motion study. Much of his research was co-authored with his students in experiment station bulletins, journal 

articles, departmental reports, and trade publications. His speeches were often reproduced because of popular 

demand from producers and professionals working with perishable products. A small book, Brunk at AMI, was 

issued by the American Meat Institute containing ten speeches presented at their national conferences.

One gets a sense of his impact outside the university from the honors and awards he received throughout his 

productive career. His national and international honors included those provided by the National Apple 
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Institute, the Foundation for Floriculture, the American Farm Bureau, the Livestock Merchandising Institute, 

the International Apple Institute, the Netherlands Bulb Institute, the National Broiler Council, the Agricultural 

Institute of Canada, the American Meat Institute, and the New York State Agricultural Society. People came to 

national meetings to hear what Brunk had to say and greatly appreciated his ideas and wise counsel.

Max left indelible impressions on students, faculty colleagues, and the producers and industry people with whom 

he worked. He was full of ideas, had creative suggestions, and was a born optimist. He was a hard-driving individual 

with a wonderful sense of humor. He enjoyed playing practical jokes and expected to receive his share in return. 

Life in Warren Hall was always lively when Max was in the building. He had a “cabin” in the hills near Berkshire 

where he wrote and relaxed. For many years, he hosted an annual departmental picnic there in late August or 

September to welcome new graduate students to the department and to provide a send-off for the new academic 

year. As many as 200 would attend the chicken barbecue, swimming in the pond, playing softball and volleyball 

in the fields, and relaxing with a bonfire in the evening. It provided a sense of community for faculty, students and 

staff that all of us enjoyed and appreciated. The Brunk family cared and shared generously with their colleagues.

Max also conducted his non-professional life with great intensity. He was an avid gardener and kept the grounds 

around his home landscaped and manicured. His vegetable garden was usually weed-free and the Brunks were 

generous in sharing their raspberries, asparagus, melons and squash. Not surprisingly, roses were near and dear to 

him and he grew all the different types: miniatures, floribundas, teas, and grandifloras. If there was a new variety, 

Max was likely to be testing it in his garden and then sharing the blooms with friends and neighbors.

One of Max’s enduring hobbies was cutting and polishing gemstones. He obtained a professional set of equipment 

and over time, a wide set of materials on which to work. On his first speaking trip to Australia, he brought home 

basic minerals from their opal mines. From these wonderful materials, he fashioned rings and pendants which 

became some of his wife’s favorite jewelry, and which provided memorable gifts to family and friends.

Max and Letta were also collectors of ornamental glass. Any visitor to their home enjoyed the tasteful displays of 

period pieces from the time of Tiffany and the art glass of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Their 

home was regularly open to their students and colleagues. They were enthusiastic and generous hosts; conversation 

was always lively; guests were quickly put at ease. When a “night blooming cereus,” that the Brunks had carefully 

tended in their bedroom, finally decided to display its huge bloom, there was a spontaneous party to watch the 

long-awaited event. Such was the open and generous way in which the Brunks shared their life and hobbies.
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Fortuitously, in the summer before Brunk’s death, a group of Max’s former Ph.D. students from the late 1960s and 

early 1970s, gathered at the Cornell Plantations for a small picnic to honor the Brunks. They came from England, 

Ireland, Washington, Texas, Pennsylvania, and New York to see each other and enjoy the company of their old 

mentor and the campus they had come to love. It was a lovely afternoon on the Comstock Knoll, a memorable day 

everyone enjoyed. Love, honor and respect along with lots of laughter were the orders of the day.

Max is survived by his wife, Letta Olga Reck; two daughters, Norma Marie Sullivan, of Shawnee, Kansas and 

Kathryn Sue Brennan, of Berkshire, New York; five grandchildren; and four great grandchildren. Mrs. Brunk 

continues to live at their home in Kendal at Ithaca.

Gene German, Robert Story, Bernard Stanton
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